Chat stations: music
Chat cards
Station 1: genre

Hip hop lyrics are more important
for society than Pop lyrics.

When you only like
a certain type of music,
you are put in a box by others.

There are no pure music genres
as each type of music always has
aspects of other genres.

People who listen
to all kinds of music
are open-minded.

No matter how you feel,
every genre has at least one song
that explains it well.

There is a genre
for everyone.
Station 2: lyrics

A really good song
has to have rhymes in it.

Song lyrics can teach us more
about language use.

Only songs about love
are very successful.

Nowadays, song texts are only
about drugs and alcohol.

Is it okay to use
taboo words like f***
in song lyrics?

Should song lyrics
that are against homosexuals
be banned?

Just because a singer
is very popular doesn’t mean
he or she is very good.

You can only
become famous
if you are good-looking.

Music celebrities
shouldn’t go
into politics.

Marriage between
two music celebrities
never works.
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Station 3: celebrities

Having a celebrity crush
sets unreachable standards
for your (potential) partner.

Music celebrities should not
try to be actors.

Station 4: concerts & music platforms

Popstars cannot quite
put on a show like their
heavy metal counterparts.

All concerts should be
streamable online.

Because of Spotify and YouTube,
nobody listens
to the radio anymore.

No artist is ever as good
as his or her recorded voice
when singing live on stage.

You have only lived
a good life if you
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At a concert, you should really experience
the moment rather than record
each song with your smartphone.

Music awards are given
to the most popular rather than
to the best artists.

Music award shows
don’t present
anything new anymore.

American award shows are
more important
than the ones in Europe.

Awards should be given to artists
who have been streamed the most
on online music platforms.

Award shows are overrated
and don’t say anything
about musical talent.

Awards shouldn’t be presented
by celebrities – one of the artist’s fans
should be doing that.
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Station 5: music award shows

